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1.1. Responsive Email Design Support

 Responsive design support 

Nikkei BP Active Targeting Mail (HTML version) uses [@media](Media Queries) to support responsive design.
Please note that responsive design cannot be incorporated when an email client does not support [@media] . 

If an email client does not support [@media], unexpected results may be displayed even in the environment of viewing on 
the computer screen.
Please be forewarned that similar phenomena may occur in other email clients as well.

* [@media] is the syntax required for supporting responsive design, which aims to control the application range of style 
sheets through adapting to various media types and specifications such as width, height and color attributes. 

Nikkei Active Targeting Mail (HTML version) tested that our emails are displayed properly in the following environments.
Please note that we cannot guarantee any display failure occurring in the environment other than the following email clients.

Outlook(2016), Outlook(office365), Thunderbird, Gmail

 Email clients tested for visibility by Nikkei Active Targeting Mail
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1. Responsive Email Design Support

 Section to write your content data

When creating your content, codes should be written in the [content area]section shown as below on the template. 
Do not include any description of your content in the specified areas of the header and the footer. 
*The layout will not be shown properly if any description is included in other than the specified areas.

CSS descriptions concerning Media Queries need to be written in the specified section (marked with red borders in below) 
within <head>.
(*Don’t change other codes as they are descriptions about the template). Regarding CSS descriptions for styling text elements
of the content, use inline CSS styles for each element on the [content area] within the <body> tag of the template. 

 Section to write CSS codes

【head】

【Description example】

<td align="center" valign="top" style="border-bottom:1px solid #C7C7C7; 
padding-top: 2px;"></td>

[Content Area]
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1. Responsive Email Design Support
 Notes for Specifying CSS 

【Example of skewed layout】
@media screen and (max-width:639px){
table {

background-color: #ffff00;} 
p {

font-weight: bold;
font-size: 1px !important;
color: #ff0000 !important;}

Skewed 
layout

Revised

When incorporating responsive design, you need to add “class” and “id” to identify the area for styling certain elements.
If you do not limit the area of using a certain style, the template header/footer layout may be skewed in different browsers.

*For styling body/table-related elements (table, thread, tbody, tr, td, tfoot) as well as img and p elements, use “class” and “id” 
attributes to limit the area of using a certain style.

【Revised】
@media screen and (max-width:639px){
table.abc {

background-color: #ffff00;} 
p.abc {

font-weight: bold;
font-size: 1px !important;
color: #ff0000 !important;}

*Background color and font weight/size/color are changed in the footer area. 
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2. Basic Rules for Creating HTML Mail

 Templates

For creating HTML mail with Nikkei BP Active Targeting Mail, make sure to use one of the templates provided by Nikkei BP.
We have three types of templates for “Standard version” and “Responsive version”.
Templates, File Submission Sheet and Production Guideline can be downloaded from the following page:
■http://nkbp.jp/tgml

Note) Access to the above URL will start downloading the ZIP file.

 Standard version

 Responsive version

http://nkbp.jp/tgml
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2. Basic Rules for Creating HTML Mail

When creating your email content, make sure that all descriptions are written in the content area of the template as shown 
below.
Do not write any code in the header and footer areas. 
Writing a code in other than the content area may affect the template layout. 

 Editable section on the template

 Basic information on template data

According to the file specifications, the width of all templates is fixed at 640px.
All body content elements and images used for creating your HTML mail need to be set within the width of 640px. 

*If the width exceeds 640px, content elements will be displayed outside of the header and the footer.
When incorporating responsive design, it is prohibited to make changes to existing breakpoints or adding a new one on the 
template. 
*The template sets breakpoints when the content switches to the layout for mobile browsers under 639px. 

Content Area
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3. Content Specifications

[Common mistakes found at 
file submission]
■Size
The size of your total data, including HTML 
and image files, should be within 150KB. 
When working on your content, make sure 
that your data will not be bigger than the 
size limit. 

■Word count per line
Add appropriate line breaks to descriptions 
on HTML data so that each line should 
have no more than 500 bytes. 
*Please use a text editor to check byte 
count.

■Style sheet
Using an external CSS is prohibited. All 
style specifications should be described 
with inline styles on the content data. 

■Image path
Please provide a relative path for an image 
path. It will be changed to an absolute 
path when your file is uploaded on our 
server for email delivery. 

■Image folder 
When images are provided with relative 
paths, please submit just one folder 
including all data elements. You don’t have 
to create a separate img folder. 

Subject line Within 30 full-width characters

Within 150KB, including html and image files

Use one of the templates provided by Nikkei BP.
Enter HTML codes in the “content area” for your email ad.

Select your choice from one of our templates

Width

640 pixels

For responsive design support, it is prohibited to change 
pre-set breakpoints or to add a new one on the template.

Height No limitations

Character code iso-2022-jp

Word count per line Within 500 bytes

Style sheet

Do NOT use external CSS, float, background-image as well as
text-align within parent element and !important within <body>

(may be used only within <head> for responsive design)

Image file format GIF/JPG/PNG

Image folder
Save image and html files in the same folder. 
No need for creating a separate image folder.

Image path Relative path

Image looping Not available

No. of URLs in content Up to 10

Setting links Please use <target=“_blank”>

Characters
Do NOT use half-width kana and machine dependent characters 
(e.g. circled numbers)

External reference tags
Do NOT use external reference tags such as <css><iframe>
<frame><embed><applet><object>

Program description tags Do NOT use program description tags such as <script><java>

Browser-specific tags
Do NOT use browser or client-specific tags such as <map>
<blink> <marquee>

User-input tags
Do NOT use user-input tags such as <form><input><select>
<option><button><textarea>

Maximum number of characters 

Character

Header/Footer

Prohibited

Email
Contents

Image

URL

Size

Size

Body
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4. Flow from File Submission to Email Delivery

Timeline Advertiser (Ad/production agent) Nikkei BP (Communication Compass)

By 10 business days 
before delivery

Order placement Accept the order

By seven business 
days before delivery

Submission (HTML data, File 
Submission Sheet)

Check & proofread the submitted 
data

Submit your data to: html-box@nikkeibp.co.jp

Issue URLs for click counting
Prepare for uploading on the test 

server

Upload data on the test server, 
check the results displayed on 

email clients

Correct any problem 
with the data (if any) 

and resubmit

Check data on the test site

Email Delivery

By three business 
days before delivery

Send your order to: tgml-ad@nikkeibp.co.jp

Correct any problem (if 
any) and resubmit

OK

Delivery date
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5. Tips on Coding

 Styling elements 

*All style elements should be written in inlined styles.
Some email clients may not recognize CSS codes written within the head element.
Descriptions should be in the form that all style properties are specified for each element, as below.

[Example] 
<td align="center" valign="top" style="border-bottom:1px solid #C7C7C7; padding-top: 2px;"></td>

*We do not recommend using CSS3 since it is supported by only a few email clients.

 Don’t write with HTML5

Please avoid using HTML5, since it is not supported by email clients. 

 Use images for critical parts

To avoid the worry of skewed layout in different browsers, using images for headlines or linked buttons is recommended, since
images are not affected by the specifications of email clients.

 Basic Structure of HTML mail

Use the tabled layout for HTML mail.
While the <div> element is often used for grouping sentences, the table-layout property uses mainly the following three 
elements for content grouping. 
 table element 
 tr element
 td element
*You can still use the <div>element, although we do not recommend this since it is highly likely that your content will have 
skewed layout or unintended space depending on email clients. 
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6. Coding Tips: Creating Content with Tabled Layout

[Before Revision]
<table width="640" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td>
<p style="margin: 20px 20px">
<img src="https://special.nikkeibp.co.jp/atclh/TGML/18/0125_2/top.jpg" 
width="287" height="192” style="float:right”>
<strong>サンプル</strong><br>テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキ
ストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
</p>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td style="padding: 20px 20px">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテ
キストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
テキストテキストテキスト</td>
</tr>
</table>

Text sections were intended to be left-aligned, and the image was to be right-aligned. When they were displayed on some email 
client, text parts appeared in an unintended layout and the image was left-aligned. 

 Solution

Before revision, text sections and the image were formatted without using tables. So change the structure to incorporate the 
table-layout property. 

Before
revision

 Example

Use tabled layout for creating HTML mail. 
Without using tables, the layout may be skewed on different email clients, as shown below. 

See the next page for source code and outcome after revision
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Revised[Revised]
<table width="640" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td style="padding:20px 20px; vertical-align: top;">
<strong>サンプル</strong>
<br>テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテ
キストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
</td>
<td style="padding:20px 20px">
<img src="https://special.nikkeibp.co.jp/atclh/TGML/18/0125_2/top.jpg" 
width="287" height="192" />
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td style="padding: 20px 20px">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト

テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキス
トテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト</td>
</tr>
</table>

6. Coding Tips: Creating Content with Tabled Layout
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7. Coding Tips: Problem 1 of using <p> and <div>

Descriptions specify the text part to be displayed in white letters on black background, but the background setting is not 
functioning and the text part has also disappeared for this reason. 

 Solution
Before revision, the <div> element was used for specifying the background color. So change the structure to incorporate the 
table-layout property and use the <td> element to specify the background color. 

*The use of <div> element is not recommended since its style attribute may be ignored in HTML mail.

 Example

[Before Revision]
<div style="background-color: #000000; padding:40px 0 30px; 0;">
<table width="640"  border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr><td align="center">
<span style="font-size: 30px;color:#ffffff;">サンプル</span>
</td></tr></table>
<table width="640"  border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr><td width="200" style="border:1px solid #cccccc; padding: 0 
20px;">
<a href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" style="color:#ffffff;text-
decoration:none;">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
テキスト</a></td>
<td width="200" style="border:1px solid #cccccc; color:#ffffff; 
padding: 0 20px;">
<a href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" style="color:#ffffff;text-
decoration:none;">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
テキスト</a></td></tr>
</table>
</div>

Before
revision

When the file is formatted with <p> and <div> without using tables, some email clients may not recognize the <p> and
<d> elements. 

See the next page for source code and outcome after revision
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7. Coding Tips: Problem 1 of using <p>and <div>

[Revised]
<table width="640"  border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td align="center"  style="background-color: #000000; padding-top: 40px;">
<span style="font-size: 30px;color:#ffffff;">サンプル</span>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<table width="640"  border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td width="200" style="background-color: #000000; border:1px solid #cccccc; 
padding: 0 20px;">
<a href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" style="color:#ffffff;text-
decoration:none;">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
</a>
</td>
<td width="200" style="background-color: #000000; border:1px solid #cccccc; 
color:#ffffff; padding: 0 20px;">
<a href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" style="color:#ffffff;text-
decoration:none;">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト
</a>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

Revised
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8. Coding Tips: Problem 2 of using <p> and <div>

The “Register” button (in red-bordered section on the “Before Revision” image) on the lower-right is displayed in the size 
smaller than the intended specification. 

 Solution
Height and width specified with the <p> element were not functioning, so change the structure to incorporate the <table> 
element to specify height and width. 
When you specify the area by using the table-layout property, always use any of the <table>, <tr>, and <td> elements. 

Since images are not affected by the specifications of different email clients, using images for linked buttons and other critical 
parts is recommended to avoid the worry of skewed layout.

 Example

【Before Revision】
<td>
<p style="margin:0 width:130px; padding-top: 15px;">
<a href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" target="_blank" 
style="background-color:#082749; display:block; color:#fff; text-
decoration: none; text-align:center;font-size:14px; padding:8px;">登
録する</a>
</p>
</td>

Before
revision

When the file is formatted with the <p> and <div> elements, the layout may be skewed on some email clients, as shown 
below. 

See the next page for source code and outcome after revision
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8. Coding Tips: Problem 2 of using <p> and <div>

Revised【Revised】
<table width="130" height="32" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" 
style="background-color:#082749;">
<tr>
<td align="center">
<a href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" target="_blank" style="display:block; 
color:#fff; text-decoration: none; text-align:center; font-size:14px; 
padding:8px;">登録する</a>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
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9. Coding Tips: Notes for Creating Content with Tabled Layout

All outer frames are shown in black in a web browser, but the left and right outer frames are not in black in an email client.

 Solution
Before revision, background color was not 
specified within the <table> element. Specify 
background color as shown on the right. 
*Even if the background color of outermost 
<table>element is specified, it may not work 
the same for the background color of the 
inside element. Make sure to specify 
background color for the both elements.

 Example

【Before Revision】
<table width="640"  border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">

【Revised】
<table width="640"  border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" style="background-color: #000;">

Before
revision

Revised

When you consider how the outcome will be displayed on different email clients and create your file with 
table-layout, you need to specify display elements in precise details. Even though the outcome is displayed with no problem in 
different browsers, a little lack of description may lead to the unintended outcome displayed on some email clients.  
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10. Coding Tips: Notes for using margin and padding

The text part is displayed with no space on the both sides. 

 Solution

 Example 

The padding property specified by style attributes within the <td> element canceled the effect of padding for the outer table
element. So use the padding-bottom property to specify needed spaces only.  

[Before Revision]
<tr>
<td style="padding: 0 0 20px;">
<p style="margin:0; font-size:12px">テキストテキストテキストテキスト

テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテ
キストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキ
ストテキストテキスト</p>
</td>
</tr>

[Revised]
<tr>
<td style="padding-bottom:20px;">
<p style="margin:0; font-size:12px;font-family:'HGGothicM', 'HGSゴシックM', 
Arial;">テキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテ

キストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキ
ストテキストテキストテキストテキストテキスト</p>
</td>
</tr>

Before
revision Revised

When coding with tabled layout, use the padding property to adjust margins and spaces, because the <table> element 
does not recognize margin. Even if you use padding, the layout may be skewed depending on how you write the code.
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11. Coding Tips: Unintended white space between images caused by the      
specifications of some email clients

Unintended white space is displayed between linked buttons embedded with images. This is caused by the use of spacer.gif

 Solution

 Example

In this case, you need to rewrite the codes without using spacer.gif

1. Delete the description of the image (spacer.gif) placed for the purpose of adjusting space between images.
1. Change the background color within the <table> element to blue, same as the color of images.
*If you specify the same background color for the <table> element and images, unintended white space can be covered up 
even if it occurs. 

[Before Revision]
<table width="552" bgcolor="#ffffff" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
style="margin:0px 44px 0px 44px;">
<!-- spacer -->
<tr>
<td colspan="2" width="552"><img src="spacer.gif" alt="" width="552" 
height="2" border="0" /></td>
</tr>
<!-- spacer -->
<tr>
<td colspan="2" background-color="#4169E1" width="552"><a 
href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" target="_blank"><img src="btn_area.jpg" 
alt="" width="552" height="22" border="0" /></a></td>
</tr>

︙
︙

Before
revision

When HTML mail is viewed with an email client, you may find unintended white space between images (or texts), owing to the 
specifications of different email clients. This can happen with higher frequency when you use a transparent GIF image for 
spacing between images.
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11. Coding Tips: Unintended white space between images caused by the 
specifications of some email clients 1

[Revised]
<table width="552" bgcolor="#4169E1" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
border="1" style="margin:0px 44px 0px 44px;">

<tr>
<td colspan="2" background-color="#4169E1" width="552"><a 
href="https://www.nikkeibp.co.jp" target="_blank"><img src="btn_area.jpg" 
alt="" width="552" height="22" border="0" /></a></td>
</tr>

︙
︙

*All descriptions regarding “spacer.gif” are deleted.

Revised

Furthermore, when you draw a line between images by using a color different from the background color (as below),
add a new table element to specify color for the line. If you use only one table element, the line may disappear when 
you specify color for the background. 
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12. Coding Tips: Unintended white space between images caused by the specifications of 
some email clients 2

Unintended space appears between images, since they are formatted without using table-layout. 

 Solution

 Example

Since the <div> element was used to specify a wide section, change the structure to incorporate table-layout to separate the 
wide section into smaller sections. Delete the white space between images by specifying background color only for the parts 
whose backgrounds need to be black. 

*As seen in this case, you need to change the whole original structure when any problem happens on the layout created 
without tables. Use table-layout from the beginning for the parts expected to add background color, so that you can make 
later adjustments easier. 

[Before Revision]

<div style="margin:0px auto 0px auto;padding:0px; background-
color:#ffffff;vertical-align:bottom;width:640px;">
<img src="img_mv.jpg" width="640" height="30" /> <br/>
<img src="img02.jpg" width="640" height="426" /> <br/>
</div>

Before
revision

Want to remove this white vertical 
space in the red-bordered section

Unintended white space between images may also appear when they are formatted without using a tabled layout. 

See the next page for source code and outcome after revision
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[Revised]
<table style="margin:0px auto 0px auto;padding:0px; background-
color:#ffffff;vertical-align:bottom;width:640px;">
<tr>
<td>
<table width="640" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
style="background-color:#000000">
<tr>
<td>
<img src="img_mv.jpg" width="640" height="30" />
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<table width="640" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td>
<img src="img02.jpg" width="640" height="426" />
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

Revised

Even if you use table layout, you may still have unintended white space between images depending on the specifications of 
different email clients. In that case, setting the background color in advance can also prevent the problem of skewed layout.

It is highly recommended to create your file with table-layout and to use the color same as images to the background setting 
as much as possible. 

12. Coding Tips: Unintended white space between images caused by the 
specifications of some email clients 2
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13. How to Fill in File Submission Sheet

Please name your file as follows. 

File Submission Sheet_Delivery Date(mmdd)_Advertiser Name.txt

Example) File Submission Sheet_0115_Nikkei BP Automotive.txt

 File naming rule

 Example
Please fill in the required sections from (1) to (4)

①

②

③

④

(1) Basic information of your order
Please provide Advertiser Name, Ad Agent Name, Delivery Date, and Yes/No for 
responsive support. 
*No need to change the Ad Name 

(2) File information（Email subject line)
Enter your email subject line in up to 30 full-width characters, 
excluding the description of [Nikkei BP Mail] and the delivery date at 
the end of the line. 

(3) Landing page information: Number of click-through counters
Please specify how many click-through counters you want to  have. 

Up to 10 counters are available. 
(4) Landing page information: Location on the file contents
Please provide the information of linked URLs for tracking the number 
of website clicks. Write down URLs in the order from the upper most 
location of the file contents, or from left to right when links are placed 
horizontally.
- Location of linked URL 
Please explain where the linked URL for click count should be placed in 
as much details as possible: for example, “this URL should be at this 
place of the file”, or “what kind of image” or “what kind of text” is used 
for setting the URL.

・Landing page URL
The landing page URL needs to match with the URL in source code. 
*When you use the setting to redirect the user, different URLs may be 
used for the landing page and the source code.
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14. Disclaimers

■The results displayed in a browser may not be fully reproduced depending on the specifications of an   
email client. Displayed results can differ quite often specifically for text-related elements, such as “font is not   
recognized”, “specified pt size is not recognized”, or “specified font color is not recognized.”

■ The same content file may display different results depending on the specifications of an email client.

■If you are forced to delay your submission deadline informed at the time of your application, please be sure to contact 
us beforehand. For a significant delay, you may be asked to change the delivery date of your email campaign.

■Test mails cannot be sent outside of Nikkei BP due to our network settings. 

■Nikkei Active Targeting Mail (HTML version) tested that our emails are displayed properly in the following     
environments.
Please note that we cannot guarantee any display failure occurring in the environment other than the following email      
clients. 

Outlook(2016), Outlook(Office365), Thunderbird, Gmail

■ We cannot guarantee for the failure of switching layout sizes between PC and mobile with 
an email client not supporting responsive design.  

 Nikkei BP shall not be held responsible for the following matters.
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15. Contact Information

 Inquiries for Nikkei BP 

Digital Marketing, Nikkei Business Publications, Inc.  
E-mail: html-box@nikkeibp.co.jp

 Inquiries for Data Handling 

Phone: 03-6866-5568 (Communication Compass, Inc.; From 10 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays)

If you still have a technical problem after following the instructions on this guideline, please contact us via the following means.
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